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Beloved ones, I Am the Lord Kuthumi with Astrea Aurora, offering much light
and love to you now as you open your beings to receive .. with many
dispensations given at this moment as you breathe and open yourself to receive
them.
The emotional body, impacted by the thoughts and fears of the collective
consciousness, receives a cleansing and the release of all that is not of the new
and upper echelon of frequency .. taking from you the fractured patterns of
the emotions which come about as you pass into the new frequencies, but
before you have fully left the old patterns behind.
And your mental body receives the release of the old thought forms which
serve you no more.

And from the base chakra are removed fears for physical safety and survival ..
and concerns for the future.
From the solar plexus are removed the doubts and hesitations, the sabotages of
self, the feelings of inability and incapacity to fully embody the new dreams
you have allowed to surface.
From the heart is released the sadness of the past, the many initiations within
which you have walked which have tired and saddened, leaving your heart with
feelings of emptiness and exhaustion.
From the throat are released wounds of disempowerment and inability to go
further forward in your life path, spiritual path.
And let us return again to the heart, for there are barriers releasing now,
barricades which have been erected to protect the heart .. for the path to
ascension has been a lengthy one for many of you, and the path of always
stepping higher, higher, past previous limitations has been relentless. And
there has been a holding on, holding on, as ever further levels of consciousness
and of understanding and of mastery have been reached, attained. New
wisdom and understanding has been gained, and old and outdated ways of
reacting and of behaving have truly been left behind. The gains have been
subtle but oh so powerful and life changing. New dimensions have been
entered into, levels not previously thought possible.
As many beings of light assist you now, you may release the holding on and
allow your tiredness, your burden, to be taken from you. You have each
individually reached such high levels of consciousness. You are filled with
light, each of you, standing as beacons of light. The changes you have walked
through and beyond are immeasurable. The transformation you have allowed
yourself to embody is beyond imagining. From the heavens we see you as such
bright and shining lights of exemplary brilliance, holding fast the gains you
have made and channeling these to Gaia and to all of mankind, that the
consciousness of all may rise, that there may be a mass awakening to parallel
those gains you have each individually made.
The tiredness in you is seen, the exhaustion .. and the wonder within you as to
what else will be asked of you .. how much further to go .. and what comes
next.
Many angels and workers of light attend to the varying dimensions of your
heart, as you open to receive the release of much which tires and saddens.
For there have been challenges, personal issues with others which have left
you lessened and emptied by what has been required of you .. walking from
situations which have not served you .. leaving the old .. often without the new

yet in place. And so there is a nothingness within .. emptied out of the old,
but with the new not yet fully anchored, and sometimes with no evidence yet
of what is to come, what is to be. Taking from you the holding on, the rigidity
of the heart from this holding on, this hoping ‘ah, if I just hold on I will get
there, there will be an end to the changes, to the challenges, the initiations,
the moving through the old patterns and emerging to the new light of day.’
Releasing from you this tension .. and with elixirs of sweet balm anointing your
heart crystal .. to soften your heart and to take away all careworn sadness and
tiredness.
And placing you within a pyramid of golden ascension light to contain your
being .. and individual pyramids are placed into each of your chakras, 33
chakras of ascension, as you open yourselves to receive, breathing deeply to
receive. The golden pyramids of ascension light create a sealing of those gains
you have made, those initiations through which you have walked, the new
levels of consciousness you have reached. And you are enabled now to let go,
for the golden pyramids of light hold fast these new levels of consciousness for
you and there is no fear that you will fall back into the old ways of being and
behaving and reacting. The golden pyramids of light protect you also from the
lower frequencies and consciousness of that of the collective consciousness,
which is still held in denseness, in fear, not yet conscious.
Breathing deeply, and letting go of the old completely and know that you have
reached levels of great clarity and wisdom, consciousness and light and you
may allow yourself to stop looking over the shoulder in fear that you will fall
back into the patterns of the past and be affected by lower vibrations, old ways
of being and reacting.
Ah, the hearts receive their release of the holding on, the rigidity .. and there
is a great softening and opening now, with many angels assisting. And the old
is shed completely now .. and the new is allowed to sweep in and to flood your
being. Your heart through each of its dimensions is able to receive the
ascension light which floods you with its healing power, surging through your
heart and raising each dimension and level of your heart with pure Source light
and heavenly love.
The barriers have melted to allow the new frequencies of light to be received
.. lifting you to a new level of consciousness .. and sealing this new level, with
no fear of falling back into the lower levels .. within the golden pyramid of light
within which you sit, and held in each of your ascension chakras. And all that
you have not been able to receive in the past, because of the barriers over the
heart, and the holding on .. floods through your being now, washing over you
and lifting you higher, to a new paradigm of being, of receiving, of
understanding .. sealed, contained, not possible to slip back, to fall back into

the old .. lifting you higher and higher from all that has not served you in the
past .. and holding you in the new vibrations.
And your light body surges and tingles with this new frequency which fills it,
and the love current freely moves in a figure of eight around your being,
bringing levels of celestial and cosmic love to you, sweeping around your being
in a giant figure of eight, crossing at your hara, and filling you with power and
light and love.
The past may safely be left behind, and you may let go fully now, leaving the
initiations behind, the lessons, the challenges .. and know that they have
served you well, but may be left behind, forgotten, put behind you.
The love current continues to fill you with levels of light and love and power
which raise you to a new level of zest for living and for life, filling you with
hope, with new energy levels of excitement, and possibilities, and joy .. ah,
and the possibility for laughter and play, for you have laboured long and the
lightness of life has often felt to have disappeared. Allow the current of cosmic
love to replenish your heart and all of your being with its regenerating power,
filling you with levels of joy and of hope, of dreams and possibilities.
For all that is not of joy and clarity has been taken from you .. and you are free
now of all that limits, and able to connect with your heart and your heart’s
dreams. Ah, the heart flutters with excitement and freedom, for the memory
returns of your ability as a conscious creator to create and to manifest all of
your heart’s dreams. And it is in this role that you come to earth in aid of
humanity, firstly to walk through your own karmic release of ancient patterns
of disempowerment and pain, and secondly to recreate your light body in its
divine perfection, passing through levels of initiation which empty the chakras
of your light body with all that is not of your original divine blueprint and
allowing higher levels of Source light to fill you and to return you to all that is
divine. And thirdly, you bring your heart’s dreams to earth. In emptying
yourself of all that does not serve you, all that is dark and painful, you have
raised yourselves to high levels of consciousness and light .. able to step
through the dimensions and bring to earth great manifestations of joy and of
plenty.
You are the conscious creators of the new world and it is when emptied of the
old that you are able to see the new dream, to feel it, to become excited .. and
to bring it into your field. It is when you are excited, and your heart is open,
and the love current is freely moving through you, that you are able to see
clearly the heart’s dream, able to get excited about your life, to find your bliss,
and to bring it to physical manifestation.

And now, filled with love, an empty vessel filled with only love, having sealed
the gains you have made in the levels and initiations you have passed beyond ..
you may safely open your heart yet further and allow your dreams of the
highest possible reality to release. What is it that you wish to do in your life
that will create the greatest amount of joy? What will bring the greatest
fulfillment to you? Not someone else’s fulfillment, but just for you, what is it
that you would love to do? What are the details of this dream? What do you
require to bring this into reality? What are the steps? What is the divine
assistance that you need? Allow the dream to surface .. and begin to
embroider the dream with the twists and flourishes, the details of joy and
excitement. For the heart holds the wisdom of the ages. The heart knows of
your role as creator. The heart knows of your reason for this life. The heart
knows all. And it is from your heart that you will create your destiny, bringing
your heart’s dreams to earth .. with levels of assistance unparalleled in man’s
history available to you, for this is your role, to create from your heart’s
dreams the destiny which brings you most joy. And your dreams may link, and
you may find each other, and link your dreams and your destinies. And you
will find each other through the universal Law of Attraction. Like will find like
.. and the details and the flourishes may be added to your dream .. as those
whose joyous heart’s dream fits alongside that of yours .. come together, find
each other. You stand as conscious co-creators of the new paradigm, new
world .. and it is from joy that you build this world.
It is asked that you create a journal of your heart’s dreams .. to anchor these
dreams into physical form by first writing of these, for you bring these into
reality by anchoring them in physical form in words most easily. The secret is
to have the heart open, for when you write from this place of the open heart,
the heart’s dream is easily able to rise and to be expressed. To write the
details of what it is in your life that would bring you most joy .. and to write
also of that which you require to bring your heart’s dreams to reality .. the
physical needs and requirements .. the steps you need to take to bring these
dreams into reality. You are to know that you each have Councils of Ascension
and of Mission who stand with you in this walk of mastery and of conscious cocreatorship. You stand not alone, but with many others. You are the being of
light in the physical plane who has the role of allowing the heart’s dream,
heart’s wisdom, to surface, and with the power of your mind and intelligence
to put into place the steps required to bring the dream into reality. Your
Council consists of many many beings of light who stand ready to assist you to
bring your heart’s dreams into reality.
Will you allow your heart’s dreams to surface .. allow your Council of light to
assist you to ground and to anchor and to manifest the dreams you have for the
new world?
I am with you in light. I am Kuthumi with Astrea.
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Codes and Elixirs which restore and repattern the light body to Original Blueprint.
Ω

Sacred Mystery School training .

Ω

Channeled readings of Life Purpose, Mission and Keepership – your purpose upon earth and your gift for humanity

Ω

Light Body Repair Kit ... sacred geometry codes for repatterning of the light body
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